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Abstract: A model of 2D continuous-discrete linear system is 
considered whose input disturbances are unknown but bounded by 
known ellipsoid. The formula for a. support function of rea.cha.bility 
set of this system is presented. A method of construction of ellipsoid 
limiting reachability set is proposed and illustrated with an example. 
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1. Introduction 

A general 2D continuous-discrete model of linear systems has been investigated 
in Ka.czorek (1994), Ka.czorek and Stajniak (1994), Kaczorek (1995), and Sta.
jniak (1995), where solutions, local reachability and controllability as well as 
minimum energy control problems for particular cases of this model have been 
considered. In Krason (1997) one linear model of 2D continuous-discrete systems 
with disturbances have been studied. The countepart of reachability set known 
for models of 1D systems has been introduced. The formulae for the support 
function and the diameter of rea.chability set of the system under disturbances 
limited to ellipsoid has been established. However, in practice, description of 
rea.chability set in this form does not allow to apply computer calculation. The 
idea. of ellipsoid approximating rea.chability set, known for the 1D continuous 
and discrete systems from Schlaepfer and Schweppe (1972), Schweppe (1973), 
Chernousko (1981), Honin (1985), Kurzha.nski and Va.lyi (1997), is very use
ful. A method of construction of ellipsoid limiting the reachability set for 2D 
continuous-discrete linear control system with ellipsoidal disturbances which will 
be proposed is founded on the results from Kra.sm1 (1997). 

2. The reachability set 

Consider the following 2D continuous-discrete linear system 

±(t, k + 1) = Ax(t, k) + Cw(t, k) t E [0, T], k E [0, N] (1) 
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where x(t,k) = axb~,k)' x(t , k) ERn is a state vector, w(t,k) E Rq stands for 
the disturbance vector, A E Rn xn and C E Rn xq are real matrices. 

Boundary conditions for (1) are given by 

x(t, 0) = x1(t), t E [0 , T] and x(O, k) = x2(k), k E [0, N] (2) 

where x 1 (t) and x2(k) are known and x 1 (0) = x2(0) . 
Assume that the disturbance vectors w(t, k) belong to the ellipsoid 

We= {w: (w - mfQ-1(w- m):::; l} (3) 

where m E Rn is its centre, Q is a symmetric positive-definite matrix in Rq xq 
and T denotes transposition. 

In this paper we treat w(t , k) as the input of the system (1) and we admit 
the following terminology: 

DEFINITION 2.1 (Krason, 1997) 
The reachability set xtek is the set of all possible states at the moment (t , k) 

of the system (1) with bou;,dary conditions (2) for all possible disturbances from 
the ellipsoid We. 

The following two theorems were proved in Krasor1 (1997): 

THEOREM 2.1 The reachability set X~, k is convex. 

The convex set X in Rn may be described by the support function (R.ock
afellar, 1972) 

h(z IX)= m axzT x, z ERn 
xE X 

THEOREM 2.2 The support function of reachability set X~,k has the form 

Analysis of the formula (5) allows to formulate the following: 

THEOREM 2.3 The reachability set X~, k may be presented as the sum 

X~,k = at ,k + Et,o + Et, l + ... + Et ,k-1 , 

where at, k is a vector and Et,i ( i = 0, 1, . .. , k - 1) are ellipsoids in R n. 

(4) 

(6) 
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Proof According to Theorem 2.2 we can write 

T k {t (t-s)k-1 
h(z IXtk) = z A Jo (k _ 1)! x1(s)ds+ 

~{zr [£Aix2(k-i)+ (:~:)!Ak-i- 1 cm] 
+ tk-i. [(2k- 2i- 1) ZT (Ak-i-lc) Q (Ak-i- 1C{ z]!} 

(k- z)! 
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(7) 

From theory of ellipsoids (Schweppe, 1973; Kurzhanski and Valyi, 1997) we 
know that 

(8) 

is a support function of the ellipsoid 

E = {x ERn: (x- cfr-1(x- c)::; 1} (9) 

Hence the sum on the right-hand side of (7) may be treated as the sum of 
support functions of k ellipsoids 

Et,i = {x ERn : (x- Ct ,ifr~l(x- Ct,i) S 1}, i = 0, 1, ... , k - 1 (10) 

with the centres 

ti i . tk-i k- i-1 
Ct,i =iTA xz(k- z) + (k _ i)!A Cm 

and the matrices 

ft,i = (2k- 2i -1) [(:~:)!r (Ak-i-lC)Q(Ak-i-lC)T 

moved by the vector 

- k rt (t-s)k-1 
at,k- A Jo (k _ 1)! x1(s)ds. 

EXAMPLE 2.1 We consider the system (1) where: 

[ 
1 0 2] 

A= 1 2 0 , 
0 0 1 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

• 
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We= {wE R2
: (w- mf Q-1 (w- m)::; 1}, 

Q - [ 0.05 0.04 ] 
- 0.04 0.05 . 

We assume t = 0.5 and k = 3. 

E. KRASON 

According to the latest theorem the rea.cha.bility set X0.5 ;3 is the following 
sum: 

X8_ 5;3 = ao.5;3 + Eo.5;o + Eo.5;1 + Eo.5;2 

where ao.5;3 = 0.5A3 f0°'5 
(0.5- s) 2 x1 (s) ds = 2-7 x 23. (6) . 

[ 

2-
7 

X 16.(3) l 
2-4 X 0. (3) . 

Eo.5;o, Eo.5;1, Eo.5;2 are the ellipsoids in R3 with the centres: 

1 [ 2-
4 

X 3 l 
co.5;0 = x2 (3) + -

8
A2Cm = 2- 4 

x 50. (3) , 
4 2-4 X 16. (6) 

co.5;1 = -Ax2 (2) + -ACm = 2-3 
x 17 , 

1 1 [ 2-
3 

X 13] 

2 8 2-3 X 6 

1 2 ) 1 
co.5;2 =SA x2 (1 + 2Cm = 

and the matrices 

ro.5;0 = 
2-8 X ] 2.75 
2-8 X 15.25 
2-8 X 2.8 (3) 

2-
8 

X 2.5 l 
2-8 X 2.8 (3) 
2-8 X 0. (5) 

r 0 .5 ;1 = - (AC) Q (AC)T = 2-6 x 2.79 2-6 x 1.23 2-6 x 0.78 
3 [ 2-6 

X 6.75 2-6 
X 2.79 2-6 

X 1.98] 

64 2-6 X 1.98 2-6 X 0.78 2-6 X 0.6 

ro.5;2 = -CQCT = 0.01 0.0125 0.02 
1 [ 0.0125 0.01 0.025] 

4 0.025 0.02 0.05 

REMARK 2.1 Usually, the set X = { x : x1 + x2; x1 E E1 and x2 E E2} is not 
an ellipsoid. Hence reachability set Xf,k is not an ellipsoid, neither. 
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3. Limiting ellipsoids for reachability set of linear system 
with disturbances 

In practice, efficient determination of the reachability set in the state space of the 
system (1) is difficult. In many cases, for convenience of computation, finding 
the ellipsoid covering the set Xf k may be useful. In this section the method for 
constructing the ellipsoids limiting the reachability sets will be described. It is 
founded on Theorem 2.3. 

From formula (7), for fixed t and k = 1, we have 

This indicates that the reachability set X[, 1 is the ellipsoid with the centre 

mt,1 = x2(1) + tCm, moved by the vector at,l = AJ~ x 1(s)ds, and the matrix 
Qt,1 = t2CQCT. 

When k ~ 2 the reachability set Xf k is a sum of k ellipsoids Et,i moved 
by the vector at,k· Then, on the basis 'of (6), we generate limiting ellipsoids 
successively: 
1) Ef.1 as limiting ellipsoid for Et,o + Et,1, 

2) Ef.2 as limiting ellipsoid for Ef.1 + Et ,2, 

k -1) Efk-1 as limiting ellipsoid for Efk-2 + Et,k-1· 
To this end, the method known fr~m Schlaepfer and Schweppe (1972), 

Schweppe (1973), and Honin (1985), will be used. 
1) Limiting ellipsoid Ef.1 has the centre 

mt,l = Ct,o + Ct,l = xz(k) + tAxz(k- l) + ( ~~ Ak-1 + (:~~)! Ak-2) Cm (15) 

and the matrix 
Qt,1 = (pt,{ + ] )f t,o + (Pt,l + 1 )ft,1, Pt,1 ~ 0. (16) 

If Pt, 1 is the unique positive root of the equation 
d p3 + b p2 

- b p - c - 0 (17) t,l t,l t,l t,l t,l t,l t,l - ' 
where dt,l = tr(ft,lft,l); bt,l = tr(ft,oft,I); Ct,1 = tr(ft,oft,o) then the 
matrix Qt,1 has the minimal norm (IIQII = [tr(QQT)]!) in the class (16). 

2) Limiting ellipsoid Ef2 has the centre 
, t2 

mt,2 = mt,1 + Ct,2 = x2(k) + tAx2(k- 1) + 2A2x2(k- 2)+ 

[

tk tk-1 tk-2 ] 
+ k!Ak-1 + (k -1)!Ak-2 + (k- 2)!Ak-3 Cm (18) 

and the matrix 
Qt,2 = (pt,J + 1)Qt,1 + (Pt,2 + 1)ft,2 (19) 

where Pt,2 is the unique positive root of the equation 
dt,2P~,2 + bt,2P;,2 - bt,2Pt,2 - Ct,2 = 0, (20) 
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k- 1) Limiting ellipsoid Efk-l is determined by parameters 

k-1 [ti tk-i ] 
mt,k-l = ~ i!Aixz(k- ·i ) + (k _ i)!Ak-i- 1Cm 

Qt,k-l = (P~L 1 + 1) Qt,k-2 + (Pt,k-1 + l) ft,k-1, 

where Pt,k-1 is the unique positive root of the equation 

E. KRASON 

(21) 

(22) 

dt,k-IPt,k-1 + bt,k-lP;,k-1 - bt,k-lPt,k-1 - Ct,k-1 = 0, (23) 
dt,k-1 tr(ft,k-lrt,k-1); bt,k-1 tr(Qt,k-2rt,k-1); 
Ct,k-1 = tr(Qt,k-zQt,k-2)· 

Finally 

(24) 

is the ellipsoid limiting the reachability set x: k. The support function of this 
ellipsoid, according to (8), has the form ' 

(25) 

where the vectors at,k, mt,k-1 and the matrix Qt,k-1 are described by the for
mulae (13), (21) and (22), respectively. 

REMARK 3.1 From (21) it follows that location of the centre of ellipsoid Efk 
depends on boundary conditions (2), centre m of ellipsoid Hie, matrices A a~d 
C of the system (1) and, obviously, values oft and k. We know from the 
theory of ellipsoids that directions and lengths of the axes of a limiting ellipsoid 
are determined by eigen-vectors and eigen-values of the matrix Qt,k-l which is 
constructed on the basis of matrices Q, A and C. 

We will denote 

(26) 

where 

d(X) = max [h(z IX)+ h( -z IX)] 
llzll9 

(27) 

is a diameter of the set X E Rn defined in Kurzhanski (1977) as a maximum 
length of the projection of the set X onto the straight line az, a E R, for 
llzll :S l. 

We can admit the value of r as a certain estimation measure of rea.cha.bility 
set X7,k by limiting ellipsoid Ef.k· Diameter d(Ef,k) is the longest axis of the 
ellipsoid Ef,k. 
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EXAMPLE 3.1 We consider the system (1) where 

Q = [ 0.00] 0 ] 
0.0] 

For t = 1 and k = 2, according to (7), the support function of reachability 
set has the form 

On account of Theorem 2.3 we treat it as a sum of the support functions of 
two ellipsoids: 

E h h [ 
2 J d h . r [ o.oo75 o J 1,0 wit t e centre c1,0 = 1 an t e matnx 1,0 = 

0 
0.0

3 
, 

E1,1 with the centre C1,1 = [ ~ ] and the matrix rl,J = [ o.g} 0 .~1 ] ' 

after having been moved by the vector a1,2 = [ ~ ] . 

From (15) and (24) it follows that limiting ellipsoid El, 1 has a centre m 1,1 = 

[ ~ ] . To obtain the matrix Q1,1 for this ellipsoid we solve the equation 

0.0002p3 + 0.000375p2 
- 0.000375p - 0.00095625 = 0 

where 0.0002 = tr (r1,1r1,1); 0.000375 = tr (rl,Orl,l); 0.00095625 = tr (rl,Orl,O) · 
The unique positive root of the last equation is p = J .5. Using (16) we may 

write 

Q1 1 = ~ [ 0.0075 0 ] + ~ [ 0.01 0 ] = [ 0.0375 0 ] 
' 3 0 0.03 2 0 0.01 0 0.075 

The greater eigenvalue of this matrix is equal 0.075. The longer axis and 
simultaneously the diameter of the limiting ellipsoid has the value d(El,1 ) = 

2v'0.075 = 0.5476. From Krasol1 (1997) we have in the same example d(Xf, 2 ) = 
0.5464. According to (26), r = 0.0012. 
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4. Limiting ellipsoid for reachability set of linear control 
system with disturbances 

Consider a 2D continuous-discrete linear control system described by equation 

x(t, k + 1) = Ax(t, k) + Bu(t, k) + Cw(t, k), t E [0, T], k E [0, N] (28) 

where u(t, k) E RP is a control vector, w(t, k) E Rq denotes a disturbance 
vector and A E Rnxn, B E Rnxp, C E Rnxq are real matrices. The bound
ary conditions for the system (28) have the form (2). Moreover, assume that 
u(t,k) E U C RP. 

DEFINITION 4.1 The reachability set Xt k ( u) is the set of all possible states at 
the moment (t, k) of the system (28) with the boundary conditions (2) for all 
possible disturbances from ellipsoid We, for a fixed u E U. 

Krasori. (1997) proves the following 

THEOREM 4.1 The support function of the reachability set Xt,k (u) of the system 
(28) with boundary conditions (2) is given by 

rt (t _ )k-1 
h (z IXt,k (u)) = zT Ak la (k ~ 1)! x1(s)ds+ 

+ ~zTAk-i-lB {t (t-s)k-i-1u(s,i)ds+ 
Lt la (k-z-1)! 
>=a 

+ ~{zT [~Aix2 (k-i)+ (:::)!Ak-i-1cm] + 

+ tk-i. [(2k- 2i- 1) ZT (Ak-i-lc) Q (Ak-i-lc( z] 1} 
(k- z)! 

z ERn 

From the above formula. and Theorem 2.3 follows the 

(29) 

THEOREM 4.2 The reachability set Xt,k (u) may be presented as the following 
sum 

Xt,k (u) = at,k(u) + Et,a + Et,1 + . .. + Et,k-1 

where: 

at,k(u) = at,k + bt,k(u) 

at,k has the form (13), 

k-1 rt (t _ )k-i-1 
bt,k(u) = LAk-i-

1 
B la (k _si -J)! u(s,i)ds 

>=a 

(30) 

(31) 

and Et,i (i = O,l, ... ,k -1) are ellipsoids in Rn described by (10), (11) and 
(12). 
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Using the procedure from Section 3 it is possible to construct ellipsoid 
Ef k ( u) covering the reacha.bility set Xf k ( u). From (24), (30) and (31) it follows 
th~t , 

(32) 

ExAMPLE 4.1 Consider the system (28) where A, C, x1 (t), x2(k), m and Q 

have the form from Example 3.1 and B = [ ~ ~ ] . To simplify, we do not 

determine the end of control and assume u(s, i) = ui. Then, fort = 1 and k = 2, 
from Theorem 4.2 we have 

In Example 3.1 the limiting ellipsoid Ef 2 has been constructed for the reach-
ability set Xi 2 of the system (1) ' , 

Ef,2 = { x E R2 : (x- m1,1f Ql,~ (x- m1,1) :::; 1} 

where ml,l = [ ~ ] ' Ql,l = [ o.og75 O.g75 ] ' Q;-j = [ 260(6) 13~(3) ] . 

The limiting ellipsoid Ef,2 (u) has the centre m 1,1 (u) = [ ~ ] +1•o+ [ ~ ~ ] u1. 

Finally 

{X E R
2: [X- ([ ~ ] + uo + [ ~ ~ ] u1) r 

[ 
26

0(
6

) 13 ~(3 ) ] [X- ( [ ~ ] + Uo + [ ~ ~ ] UJ)] :::; 1} 

THEOREM 4.3 The diameter of the ellipsoid E~k (u) l'imiting the Teachability 
set Xfk (u) of the system (28) with boundary conditions (2) joT disturbances 
from the set We is equal to the diameter of the ellipsoid Ef k limiting the Teach
ability set Xf,k of the system {1) with the same boundary conditions and for 
disturbances of the same type. 

Proof Taking into account definition (27), (32) and the appropriate properties 
of a support function we can write 

d (E~du)) 1~ft1 { [zTb~k + h (z IE~k)] + [ -zTb~, k + h ( -z IEf.k)]} 

d(E~k) (33) 
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5. Concluding remarks 

A method of construction of ellipsoid limiting the reachability set Xf k for 2D 
continuous-discrete linear system (1) with boundary conditions (2) u~1der dis
turbances bounded by ellipsoid (3) has been proposed. This algorithm is based 
on Theorem 2.3 and the method from Honin (1985). The centre of the ellip
soid Efk may be regarded as the estimation of the state vector x(t, k) for the 
system '(1). The error of this estimation does not exceed half the length of the 
longest axis of limiting ellipsoid Ef k. In Section 4 the method of construction 
of ellipsoid E~k (u) covering the rea~hability set Xf,k (u) for continuous-discrete 
linear control system (28) has been described. It may be useful in the search 
for a control rule which assures achievement of the target set given in the space 
of states of the system (28) or in minimization of a selected performance index. 
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